Fuzeblocks

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The Fuzeblock FZ-1 is a fuse block that was designed from the ground up by a
motorcyclist, for motorcyclists. This feature packed distribution block combines an integrated
relay with the ability to switch from constant power to switched power on any of it's 6 circuits
simply by moving a fuse to the left or the right. What that means to you the installer is no more
hunting for a location for a fuse block, a relay, and maybe even a second fuse block if you want
to run both constant and switched power accessories. With the Fuzeblock FZ-1 all you need is a
space large enough to accommodate it, a 12V wire from the battery, a ground wire to the
battery, and a switched trigger wire. Once you have those connected you can start wiring up
your accessories. Dimensions: L 3. Skip to main content. Consider these available items.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Fuzeblocks FZ-1
power distribution block. Brand: Fuzeblocks. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Fuzeblocks FZ-1 power distribution block
Wiring Kit. Next page. Featured items you may like. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? This item Fuzeblocks FZ-1 power distribution block. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Small size makes it
relatively easy to mount. The FZ-1 has a built-in relay, which is separate on similar products,
that enables circuits to be powered down when the vehicle is shut off. Each of the circuits can
easily be configured to constantly powered, or only powered when vehicle is on. My only minor
complaint that the cover is secured to the body with two Philips-head screws. You need to get
out a screwdriver if you need to remove the cover to change a fuse, etc. Clips or some other
'tool-less' device would help. I got this for installing accessories in my Polaris SlingShot. If you
have a SlingShot and plan on installing a radio, alarm, lighting, or anything else, this is a
definite MUST have mod! This allows you to connect everything to one central, easy to access,
location under the hood rather than having a cluster of wires running back to your battery. The
ability to select whether or not an accessory has full-time power or just power when the ignition
is turned on is a great feature. I haven't had any issues or bad things to say about the
FuzeBlock FZ-1 yet! Each slot can either be power-to-battery-always or power-when-ignition-on
by simply changing how you insert the fuse in each of the 6 positions. It also has spots to hold
2 extra fuses for backup. I used some computer knurled hand screws to make removing the
cover tool-less. Images in this review. This is a must have farkle for any motorcycle rider. Well
made and ingenious really. Super easy to install with the wiring package purchased as well. I'm
no electrical guru, so products like this fit me well. Takes up no space to speak of. I would like
them to make a product that can handle a bit more amperage though. I'd sacrifice a little in size
to get a beefier product for larger amperage products like my mini-compressor for filling flat
tires when out on the road. It's so easy. You just insert the wires you need into the sockets and
tighten them down. It's a little bulky, but I can see why. I'm planning to get another one for the
other bike. I installed it behind the glovebox in my jeep, which gave me a very convenient place
to power various add-ons. With the limited space available, this unit is great!! I'm powering
heated seats, hard-wired phone charger, and a CB. Easily chose ignition switched for the seats
and charger, and constant power for the CB Add or change at will. Brent on December 16,
Perfect solution for adding accessories to your vehicle. No more mess of assorted lighter
socket adapters. And the ease of selecting switched or unswitched outputs just by moving the
fuse shows great thought in the design. This may have been designed for motorcycles, but it
was the perfect solution for what I wanted to do with my Transit Connect wagon. Will Booth Top
Contributor: Photography. UPDATE: the first one I received was a bad device; however, the
seller was quick to respond and replace at no additional charge. When the power is turned off,
all accessories powered through this block are also turned off Fuses are easy to replace,
standard mini's and labeling makes for quick and easy installation. See all reviews. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Add to Cart. FREE Shipping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.

AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. There is no shortage
of useful electronic gadgets to attach to our motors. Satellite navigational systems, heated
clothing, cell phones, to name only a few, are all great fun but do present some challenges.
Arguably the four most critical are:. An elegant solution to the latter three is to use a fuse block,
and I recommend the FZ-1 by Fuzeblocks. This clever little gizmo uses only one connection to
the battery, while allowing up to 6 separate circuits for your other electrical accessories.
Determine what the electrical load is and if your bike has the juice to do what you want. Below
are rough and ready estimates for electrical output capacity and typical electrical demands for
some bikes and their accessories. The alternator is responsible for producing the current to
keep the battery charged and to power all of the electrical loads. The regulator-rectifier converts
the alternator output from un-useable AC power to useable The battery is used to both start the
bike and buffer the power from the alternator. Also keep in mind that these are typically peak
outputs when the motor is revved to normal cruising RPM. This means in stop and go traffic
with a high load for heated clothing, lights, etc. Next, calculate the common operating load the
total of all the electrical devices that are part of the bike and will be in operation during normal
riding. Subtracting the operating load from the charging output will give you the excess
capacity of your charging system, and tell you what electric accessories you can safely mount
on the bike. The table below shows how much power some common electrical accessories
draw. Only a few accessories draw high power i. Small electronics such as cell phones and
radar detectors draw very little. You can usually run as many of the smaller items as you wish
with little or no worry. To find the total power required for all of the accessories you plan to use,
add the power rating watts for each device. Sometimes your favorite bike does not have much
excess capacity. Powering several high demand accessories i. However, there are a few things
that can be done to conserve a few precious watts:. According to Widder Canada Inc. Three
garments would be equivalent to turning on a watt headlight. Most larger bikes would have no
problem riding two-up with both rider and passenger each wearing the full set. Another aspect
to consider is that the items will not necessarily be on all the time, or if the thermostat is
adjusted to less than full capacity, there will be less draw. The result is that all but the smallest
bikes can now provide the power needed to generate the needed heat. With the bike in stock
condition, rev the engine to about 2, RPM and check the voltage across the battery terminals. It
should read volts. While this technique is pretty fool proof, it does require connecting
everything, so use the mathematical method first and then double check with a voltmeter when
everything is connected. This way you can be sure you are not overloading the electrical
system. Once you have determined that your bike can handle the load, the next step is to decide
what circuits devices you want on constant or switched power. Constant power means that the
device has a direct electrical connection to the battery and has to be turned on and off
manually. This is fine if you remember to do it. Just remember that even a forgotten MP3 player
can drain the battery if left on for several days while the bike sits in the garage. High draw items,
like electric gear, can drain a battery in minutes, even if you are just sitting on the bike with the
jacket plugged in and the motor off. Switched power only comes on when the ignition is turned
on, although the motor does not need to be running in many cases. Your parking lights are an
example of switched power. In order to use a switched power setup you need to have a relay. A
relay is nothing more than an electrically controlled switch that allows you to use a very low
power source, like your parking lights, to automatically close a high capacity circuit that
connects to your battery. By placing a relay between your battery and the electric device you
can be sure that only when the key is on, will power be drained from the charging system. You
can use a relay with any fuse block, however, most require that either all the circuits be
switched or none at all. This is where a product like the Fuzeblock FZ-1 really stands out. The
ability of the FZ-1 to mix and match constant power and switched power in the same device
saves having to have two fuse blocks or deciding that all your electric accessories will be one
way or the other. And since the FZ-1 has the relay built in, there are no additional electrical
devices to buy or connect and no worries that the relay is of the right type and capacity. Having
the relay built in also means that there are fewer crimp or other type connectors to break, short,
or otherwise be a point of failure or intermittent electrical problem â€” potentially a very big deal
in the harsh environment of a motorcycle. While in the store you may also want to buy some
extra mini-fuses of different amps. The product is available from Cyclenutz who have lots of
very cool gear and several other similar products you can check out. Their website is All rights
reserved. Subscribe Login Sign Up Cart. However, there are a few things that can be done to

conserve a few precious watts: Replace standard lights with low power LED lighting where
possible. HID headlights typically use much less power than stock headlights and put out a
better quality of light. Add a circuit that automatically turns the low beam off when the high
beam is activated. A dirty fuel filter can cause the fuel pump to use watts, 60 more than normal.
A dirty fuel filter is a common cause for a voltage regulator to fail on a fuel-injected bike. Be
very careful about auxiliary driving lights, as these can be very high-power users. Limit use of
heated garments, gloves, pants, etc. Tags: Categories: Product Reviews. Robert Lamishaw.
About the author I have been road riding for many years but am fairly new at the "Adventure"
side of our sport. Not a real dirt boy most of my "off-road" experience has been on road racing
tracks but mostly I love touring and exploring new places. When I plan a trip I try to stay off
freeways much prefering the 2 lane back roads, the road less traveled. Log in or Join. Adventure
Rider. Burnszilla , Jul 4, Last year I installed a Blue Seas fuse box into the tail of my GS and a
few of you guys said it was a stupid idea and "you'll end up moving it some day. I was looking
for a smaller size fuse block that would fit under the seat where I wanted it. I saw the 'behind the
tank fuse block' install on GS and thought it could be done on the , but a smaller fuse box would
be needed. I first tested with a vertical install of the box but it hit the inside of the top of the
seat. First, I cut a mounting plate out out aluminum. Then I mounted to the bracket with 3m 2
way tape and the mounting screw. I removed the zip tie as it was not needed. The only con of
the fuzeblock is that the conacts on the back are exposed and short circuits are possible. So, I
covered the solders with electric tape. BobFV1 , Jul 5, Joined: Dec 31, Oddometer: 23, That's a
slick looking unit. Thanks for the pics - looks like a good improvement to you set-up. Very cool.
My only comment would be that using a piece of old innertube might be better than the tape--at
least it would take longer to wear through P. I ask coz I just found this In my garage and it needs
electrical farkles. Thanks, guys. There is another thread here talking about fuse blocks for R's. I
went with the Fuze Block and would do it again tomorrow. PS Congrats on the new addition.
DualMule , Feb 14, Are you not concerned with water rolling running right through that thing? I
just installed the Eastern Beaver unit and I avoided that mounting location for that reason. I
ended up installing mine in the tool tray like many others. I couldn't fit my tool roll in there
anyway, so it was empty. ADV Sponsors. Stressfest , Feb 15, Just about to install mine this
weekend. Seems like a great piece of kit. JimVonBaden , Feb 15, Northlondoncookie , Feb 15,
Nice install. I have a low seat on my GS so not sure it would go there. Also good idea to have
that there with the rain? Have mine under the tool box. I dremeled out the top part of the tool
box and much more room. Very clean. LaurelPerryOnLand , Feb 15, Your's was a nice install
Joined: Aug 3, Oddometer: 40 Location: Nevada. Yes, a nice install but I prefer mine away from
the elements. Doesnt get wet, plenty of room to play and proper tools go in a tooltube where
they belong. Joined: Mar 16, Oddometer: Looks like a clean install. Not to criticize, but I would
be very concerned about the electrical tape wearing thru. I recommend insulating it from
shorting with something more durable than electrical tape. The inner tube idea isn't bad.
Perhaps cutting a piece of flexible teflon cutting board. Cheap and easy to find and holds up
well to cutting with a knife, so should be quite resistant for your purpose. Aviatordoc , Feb 16,
You know they have a back plate available now from Fuzeblocks? New units come with a spacer
and a plastic back plate. Are these units holding up well? Thanks Bruce. Blue Seas. I put it
under the seat as I thought it might be better protected there. But, it does not look in any way as
cool as yours. Nice clear pic's! Thanks, Bill in OR. Northlondoncookie , Aug 29, Iron Rey , Aug
29, WoodButcher , Aug 29, Thanks for bumping this thread up. It reminded me that I want to rig
a little rain shield on mine. The way I have the seat mounted up in front means there is a larger
than normal gap so I'd like to redirect the water so it can't go straight into the fuse box. Mine is
an eastern beaver until mount on the airbox wall over the battery. Donkey , Sep 23, Nice little
unit, connected the GPS yesterday but took these before. You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Discussion in ' Vendors ' started by Hotspice , Nov 16, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Hotspice
, Nov 16, I've been asked a couple of questions about the FZ-1 and rather than replying in the
"Latest Items" thread I decided to give the Fuzeblock a thread of it's own. With the Fuzeblock
FZ-1 you don't have to worry about external relays because the relay is built into it. Fuseblock
installs don't get any more straightforward than this. Q: How large of a driving light can I power
with the Fuzeblock? A: The Fuzeblock is rated at 10amp max on a circuit. That means that the
largest you should go with driving lights would be a set of 55W driving lights. That means that
each light 55W for a total of W. A: NO!! Q: Can the relay be replaced if it ever fails? A: Yes and
No. While the relay on the unit can be replaced, it requires you to remove the existing one which
is soldered in and then solder in the new one. This is something that most people would do in
the comfort of their own garage and not on the road. One of the great things about the
Fuzeblock is that if it does fail on a trip, all you have to do is move the fuse from the switched

power position to the constant power position and finish your ride as planned, with all of your
accessories still working. MonsterJ , Nov 16, Thanks for the info! I'll be orderin' two! QualityAir ,
Nov 16, Yea I have one on My 07 GS, it is really a great little accessory. Boondox , Nov 16,
Internal relay? Forgive my electrical ignorance, but I always assumed you needed a separate
relay for every high-draw farkle. Did I get that wrong? One relay serves multiple farkles..?
Motera , Nov 16, Joined: Nov 3, Oddometer: ADV Sponsors. Boondox , Nov 17, This isn't rocket
science folks. The FZ-1 has a relay that can handle up to 30A. If you add all your circuits and
they total more than 30A, you need to do something else because you are overloading it. Also, if
one circuit is more than 10A, you need to split it up. Hotspice , Nov 18, Boondox , Nov 18,
Motera , Nov 19, Boondox , Nov 20, Motera , Nov 26, Hotspice , Nov 30, Gumbeaux , Dec 18,
Joined: Jul 23, Oddometer: Location: Purgatory. I edited this post to respond to myself because
I just found all the questions answered at the FAQs on cyclenuts. Here are my original
questions and what I believe now to be the answers in Red : Thanks for the thread Cycle Nut.
Just ordered my FGS lightbar from you. So, I need a Fuzeblock, but have a couple questions for
you folks: Does it come with wire for powering and grounding the Fuzeblock? Looks like it does
not come with the wires. Makes sense given need for different gauge, length, etc. If not, what
gauge wire are people using for this? Are you all connecting right to the battery or to a switched
source i. Switched source to trigger the relay Are the instructions pretty clear with this
Fuzeblock? Seems fairly straightforward. I am an electrical noob but have a buddy with more
knowledge who can help with the install. Anyone else done this on an FGS? Hotspice , Dec 18,
Hotspice , Jan 4, Just got another small batch of FZ-1 's in. Next batch won't roll off the
assembly line until Jan 27th so these will be it for a few weeks. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or
post anyway. Please enter a question. The Fuzeblock FZ-1 is a fuse block that was designed
from the ground up by a motorcyclist, for motorcyclists. This feature packed distribution block
combines an integrated relay with the ability to switch from constant power to switched power
on any of it's 6 circuits simply by moving a fuse to the left or the right. What that means to you
the installer is no more hunting for a location for a fuse block, a relay, and maybe even a second
fuse block if you want to run both constant and switched power accessories. With the
Fuzeblock FZ-1 all you need is a space large enough to accommodate it, a 12V wire from the
battery, a ground wire to the battery, and a switched trigger wire. Once you have those
connected you can start wiring up your accessories. Dimensions: L 3. Skip to main content.
Consider these available items. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to
Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any
recommendations at this time. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. Fuzeblocks FZ-1 power distribution block. Brand: Fuzeblocks. Secure
transaction. Returns Policy. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers also viewed these products. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Motion Pro Valve Core Remover. Register a free business account. Exclusive access to
cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to purchase. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from Canada. There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from Canada. Top reviews from other
countries. Verified Purchase. I got this for installing accessories in my Polaris SlingShot. If you
have a SlingShot and plan on installing a radio, alarm, lighting, or anything else, this is a
definite MUST have mod! This allows you to connect everything to one central, easy to access,
location under the hood rather than having a cluster of wires running back to your battery. The
ability to select whether or not an accessory has full-time power or just power when the ignition
is turned on is a great feature. I haven't had any issues or bad things to say about the
FuzeBlock FZ-1 yet! Each slot can either be power-to-battery-always or power-when-ignition-on
by simply changing how you insert the fuse in each of the 6 positions. It also has spots to hold
2 extra fuses for backup. I used some computer knurled hand screws to make removing the
cover tool-less. Images in this review. Report abuse. This is a must have farkle for any
motorcycle rider. Well made and ingenious really. Super easy to install with the wiring package
purchased as well. I'm no electrical guru, so products like this fit me well. Takes up no space to

speak of. I would like them to make a product that can handle a bit more amperage though. I'd
sacrifice a little in size to get a beefier product for larger amperage products like my
mini-compressor for filling flat tires when out on the road. It's so easy. You just insert the wires
you need into the sockets and tighten them down. It's a little bulky, but I can see why. I'm
planning to get another one for the other bike. I installed it behind the glovebox in my jeep,
which gave me a very convenient place to power various add-ons. With the limited space
available, this unit is great!! I'm powering heated seats, hard-wired phone charger, and a CB.
Easily chose ignition switched for the seats and charger, and constant power for the CB Add or
change at will. Reviewed in the United States on December 16, See all reviews. Back to top. Get
to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Warehouse
Deals Open-Box Discounts. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Fuse blocks are available in 2 to 12
circuits. Some of the blocks come with clear covers. A fuse block can either be independent,
where each fused circuit has an input wire and an output wire, or ganged, where power is
shared among all the circuits. Independent fuse blocks require two wires to be run for each
fuse, one from the power source, and one to the accessory. A ganged fuse panel requires a
heavier power wire to be run to the panel, and a single wire runs out to each accessory in the
system. Results 1 - 17 of The fuse block's small footprint makes it Maximum load per fuse is 30
amps. Max load capacity for all Slightly longer in length, with a total of Max 30 amps per circuit,
recommended max 65 amps per fuse Max 30 amps
central heating wiring diagram honeywell
2004 saturn ion exhaust system diagram
2003 honda element repair manual pdf
per circuit, recommended max amps per fuse Gaskets and seals make the block highly
weather resistant, Blocks can be broken apart into smaller circuits. Each fuse holder is rated to
30 amps. Part : Integrated mounting base. High performance design. Used in higher Other
products you may be interested in. Brown 18 Gauge 2 Conductor Lamp Cord ft. Spool - 18
gauge, 2 conductor parallel Resists cracking and Part : YMN. Red Color Coding Tape. Color
Coding Tape - Red - Color coding vinyl tape is flame retardant, and weather resistant. Part : WA
Compact round illuminated rocker switch panel with 5 switches. Each switch is rated for up to
Switch 1. Switch 2. Switch 3. Switch 4. Switch 5. Labels for Your Switches. Characters written: 0.
Bottom Logo. Suitable for engine compartment wiring. Part : WS-RE. Stud ga. Heat Shrink Ring
Terminals. Part : AFM. Made from polyethylene with a temperature Part : CPL This automotive
circuit breaker provides 50 amps of current protection in a small form Factor.

